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Abstract
The goal of this report is to study the feasibility of specifying a French grammar within the formalism
proposed in GPSG. 
The linguistic specification of this formalism is revised in part 1, “A review of GPSG”. As we feel that
one of the less dangerous ways to evaluate a linguistic model is to try to specify particular grammars, a
variety of French constructions were studied and specified with some details along the lines of the
GPSG formalism; the condensed results are presented in part 2, “A GPSG French Grammar” and in
part 3, “Some remarks on Infinitival VP Complements in French”.
This  report  finishes  with  general  conclusions  summing  up  the  preceding  parts  and  with  a  few
suggestions concerning the near future of some of the tasks of the ACORD Project.
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